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Agenda

◆  How your customers see your website?

◆  What is storytelling on the website?

◆  What are the aims of the website?

◆  Good examples from our community

◆  10 things to have on your website



How does a person 
perceive 
visual information?



Vision basics



How does the brain perceive objects?

You see triangles and a 
rectangle, but in fact 
they are not.





Design Patterns



Tell a story

The ability to tell an interesting story and 
associate it with your product in order to 
emphasize it or reveal its main objectives.

Storytelling



How does gurtam.com work?



How does gurtam.com work?

Give users the opportunity to interact with the site, stop being static.



Website goals

◆  Sales from the website

◆  Customers loyalty increasing

◆  Increase brand awareness

◆  Get customers informed

◆  Collection of information 

about the audience



What helps website 
sales?



What helps website sales?

◆  Good, useful content

◆  Clear navigation

◆  User problem solution

◆  Unique offer



Examples from our 
community



Sygic



Why do we like this website?

● Dynamic and user-friendly 

design with a logical 

structure.

● Very cool-designed solution 

pages.

● Pages are created with a 

focus on conversion.



AFAQY



Why do we like this website?

● Immediately visible selling advantages.

● Elements of interaction are highlighted.

● Immediately visible company business 

lines.



10 things to have on 
your website



10 things to have on your website

◆ Readable (large) fonts

◆ Clear content layout

◆ Obvious buttons and forms

◆ Clear navigation

◆ Nice color scheme

◆ High speed

◆ Storytelling

◆ Convenient mobile version

◆ Solution of the customers’ problem

◆ Minimalistic design



Readable (large) fonts



Obvious buttons and forms



Clear navigation



Nice color scheme



High speed

* Google PageSpeed Insights



Storytelling



Convenient mobile version



Solution of the customers’ problem
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Design Patterns
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